Abstract. In this paper we introduce a dynamic system approach to the design of multimodal interactive systems. We use an example where we support human behavior in browsing a document, by adapting the dynamics of navigation and the visual feedback (using a focus-in-context (F+C) method) to support the current inferred task. We also demonstrate non-speech audio feedback, based on a language model. We argue that to design interaction we need models of key aspects of the process, here for example, we need models for the dynamic system, language model and sonification. We show how the user's intention is coupled to the visualization technique via the dynamic model, and how the focus-incontext method couples details in context to audio samples via the language identification system. We present probabilistic audio feedback as an example of a multimodal approach to sensing different languages in a multilingual text. This general approach is well suited to mobile and wearable applications, and shared displays.
Introduction
In [1] , McCullough writes about the need to simultaneously engage both a human's brain and hands, that media have to be dense enough to give the impression of a universe of possibilities. In this paper we present a continuous interaction, dynamic simulation approach which leads naturally to the sort of organic, rich interaction desired by McCullough. It also provides the potential for a solid, systematic way to develop future multimodal interaction systems. We use tools to control, interact and operate on the physical objects rather than using our bare hands [2] . Instrumental Interaction [3] is an interaction model that operationalizes the computer-as-tool paradigm and extends human powers: a piece of technology, or applied intelligence for overcoming the limitations of the body and controlling information flow [1] . Continuous control is at the very heart of tool usage in the interaction between the human and computer as a tool [1] . It differs from discrete interaction in that it occurs over a period of time, in which there is an ongoing relevant exchange of information between user and system at a relatively high rate, somewhat akin to vision/audio/haptic interfaces which we may not model appropriately as a series of discrete events [4] . It is also closely related to the development of dynamic systems since in these systems we can control what we perceive and we are dependent on the display of feedback (either visual, audio or haptic) to help us pursue our potentially constantly changing goals. Furthermore, feedback may influence an uncertain user's actions as more information becomes available [5] . In order to address the behavioral issues early in the design stage, formal modeling techniques for real-time systems supported by powerful analysis tools could be considered and for calibration and refinement issues, a more general framework that can guide the modeling approach is needed. In this paper, as an illustration of how this approach can support multimodal interaction, we use the example of browsing and sensing multilingual texts. Here the focus-in-context method and the adaptive dynamics are coupled with sonification, based on a probabilistic language model, which can be linked to a wide range of inputs and feedback/display mechanisms.
Continuous Interaction and Text Browsing
Our interaction model is an example of continuous interaction which means the user is in constant and tightly coupled interaction with the computing system over a period of time. Here, we use control theory as a formal framework for analysis and design of continuous interaction, multimodal feedback and overall system dynamics. Focus-in-context methods are useful for displaying information in context and can be applied to various objects [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . As our integrated system benefits from an Elastic Presentation Framework (EPF) [11] , the presentation has an elastic nature. Elastic is a positive word that implies adjusting shape in a resilient manner, which means these materials can always revert to their original shape with ease. One popular way of describing a conceptual model [12] in terms of interaction metaphors [3] is based on an analogy with something in the physical world. Figure 1 is illustrating a conceptual model, a floating elastic ball in the water, for a fisheye lens. So in this analogy, changes in the height of the center of the ball outside the water, y(t), adjusts the degree of magnification (DOM) and is function of timeẏ(t). If we show the radius of the ball with R (maximum DOM), then
When we apply an external force, f e , we push the ball down in the water (not more than its radius) so the DOM decreases and when we release the force the DOM starts to increase (not more than its radius, see Figure 1 ). So the DOM is a variable which is continuously controlled by external force (mouse or tilting angles) and speed of movement. From Newton's second law of motion we can write the equation in vertical direction: (b) Left-The ball after applying external force and pushing it down in the water. Right-The DOM decreases as soon as the user starts to scroll. k is the damping factor caused by water resistance, and the effect of gravity and the weight of ball is negligible. In the horizontal direction we can write:
where v and a represent velocity and acceleration and k is the damping factor caused by water resistance. We may assume f x is a function of f y and velocity (this assumption will couple rates of change in DOM to speed of movement, as well as input) as below:
Where c and b are coefficients. After substituting f y in (2) we can rewrite it as below:ÿ
From classical textbooks in control theory [13] we can represent the mathematical model of our physical system as a set of input, output and state variables related by first-order differential equations in a state-space model. If we introduce x as position then velocity and acceleration will be first and second derivatives of the position respectively. variables can be written as below:
The standard matrix format of these equations is:
This matrix reproduces the standard second-order dynamics of a mass-springdamper system which we used previously [14] . Also this has many parameters that can be tuned, usually as a series of interacting, but essentially separate equations. Here, a 2 degree of freedom input can control both velocity and magnification factor so it proves a simple dynamic model can be tuned for different interactive models and generate different behaviors in controlling the task (next section). For example, the focus-targeting problem [15] can easily be solved in state-space representation by tuning c in matrix A or the 'hunting effect' problem [15] when the user overshoots the target due to the system increasing the DOM as the user slows, becomes a matter of tuning the dynamics of the system by changing the entries in the A matrix (For more information refer to [14] ).
User Behavioral Models
In the 60's and 70's William Powers suggested [16, 17] that many kinds of behavior can be described as control systems, and he argued that behavior is not output but, is the control of perception. In the model-based text browser example, the user's input, mouse data, controls what s/he perceives via focus-in-context and sonification feedback. In this example we assume the user is acting in one of four different modes: no-action, reading, searching and targeting. Figure 3 illustrates the general framework. Figure 3 (b) shows the classification of the user behaviour being used to switch the control mode. This mode is then coupled to the visualization parameters, as shown in Figure 3 the control mode changes the size and shape of the lens, and the controller provides the DOM, position and speed of the lens. For example, in reading mode the controller adjusts the DOM to stay in the maximum level, but as a long horizontal lens, while if the user 'breaks out' into general searching, the DOM is decreased smoothly to a lower level. This prevents the targeting problem [15] in focus-in-context techniques. Figure 2 illustrates the possible state transitions. Initially, the user is in the noaction state. Depending on the input behaviour, the user can either go to the reading or the searching mode. A qualitative description of the automatic mode transitions is given below: In the reading mode, the user is making continuous increasing changes in x direction (left-to-right) and small changes in y direction (not more than height of a line) and at the end of the line makes a sudden change from right-to-left in x direction. If the changes in y direction are more than height of the line the system switches the mode to the searching mode. After finding the target, the user slows down or stops scrolling until the lens is over the target point (targeting mode), or can return to the no-action mode directly. A general technique for implementing this is to use a probabilistic classification of the likelihood of being in one of these four browsing behaviors according the joint probability of the input and output time-series. From Bayes' law, we write this as below:
Detecting state transitions
where X is an appropriate window of previous inputs and possibly also outputs. P (X | M ode) can be identified from experimental data collected from test users using standard density estimation models.
Changing meaning of inputs
Given the inferred user task, the controller behaviour should be designed to support the user by enabling them to complete the task with as little effort as possible. This can include changing the interpretation of the inputs to being reference values, rather than direct control actions. Taking our inspiration from modern aircraft controllers, which have different interpretations of aircraft controls depending on flight mode (e.g. take off, altitude-hold, attitude-hold etc.), and which blend seamlessly between modes. See [18] for examples. For example, if the classifier infers that the user is in reading mode, then the controller automatically scrolls the lens from left to right and moves to the next line smoothly, rather than the user having to do this. Any left-right movement of the mouse now controls the reference reading speed that the reading mode controller is trying to achieve. Similarly other modes can reinterpret control inputs as browsing speed, or as position acquisition control while zooming in to a point of interest after browsing. This means that as the user performs the various tasks they switch between control modes automatically, and their inputs have different meanings, but that the transitions are always smooth and natural, and the user is often not even aware that their movements are having a different effect in the different modes. The word the user is pointing to in an untrained text is compared to the language models during the classification stage. The language model, which is the most similar to this word is then selected.
Language Identification System
Language classification consists of two major stages. From Figure 4 we see at the top we have the modeling stage. During this stage, the language-specific features of a text are learned and stored in a model. First, as can be seen on the upper left-hand side in this figure, the distinctive features for each language in a multilingual corpus are determined and stored in a language model. Later, seen on the upper right-hand side, the features of a specific text are determined and stored in a document model. In this application a language model based on partial predictive matching [19] is used to calculate the probability of letter, l, through a conditional probability distribution P(letter | prefix), which specifies the view about future possible value of l, conditional upon the truth of that particular description prefix on a per-word basis. Then a tree with probability information is generated from a corpus [20] . In our application these trees are built from short texts collected from BBC and Le Monde news web-sites in English and French (only few paragraphs). For simplicity no grammar or word-level model is used, although this would be likely to improve performance significantly [21] . At the bottom of the Figure 4 , the classification stage is shown. During this stage, a word (the user is pointing to) of an untrained text in a document is compared to these trained language models. The language model which is the most similar to the language of this word is then selected, and represents the language of the word the user has pointed to. The actual comparison method depends on the classification technique used.
Language Prediction
Prediction in this application is done using Bayes' Law to infer the most probable language given text from a document.
The document we have considered in this applications contains sentences and paragraphs both in English and French. When the user is scrolling over the text the application provides a virtual window (with the size of the lens' width, which is dynamic and adapts with any change to the DOM) around the cursor (Figure 3 ). Then the probabilistic language models calculate the probabilities of all words in the window in each language. For example, for only two words, w1 and w2 in the window, we have:
.P (Language)/P (w1, w2) (12) As we have made the simplifying assumption that words in the window are independent, we can write the generalized form of equation (12) as below:
n is window size, ∀ i = 1 to n w i ∈ W indow (13) So, we infer the language from a number of words from a document contained by the fisheye lens. The most probable language for any part of the text can be estimated as accurately as desired by making the window (or Drop-Off function's width in the fisheye lens [22] ) sufficiently small.
Language Model and Granular Synthesis Feedback
As an intuitive model of the sonification process, we can imagine the words in the text to be embossed on the surface. Similar to [23] we simulate this model in our implementation by drawing an audio sample and placing that in an audio buffer, as each word belongs to a certain class of language "hits" the lens. This technique is a form of granular synthesis; [24] gives other examples of granular synthesis in interaction contexts. A real world analogy would be the perception of continuous levels of radiation via frequency of discrete pulses from a Geiger counter; here the continuous variable is the word flow rate in a specific language. At a higher rate-of-scroll the acoustic response of the system, e.g. sampling frequency and volume of the audio sample decreases and provides the sense of distance to the text. At lower rates-of-scroll the sampling frequency and volume of the audio increases and the user feels he is getting closer to the text. Also, the volume and audio frequency are inversely related to the rate of scroll, so the audio texture as we pass over the text gives both an impression of the language of the text, as well as the speed at which we are passing it.
Similar to [24] , the sonification technique can be extended to language recognition. We can sonify a probabilistic language recognizer by associating each language model with a source waveform, and each model's output probability then directly maps to the probability of drawing a grain from the source corresponding to that model (Figures 3(d) and 3(e) ). The temporal distribution of grains inside the source waveforms maps to the probability of the language of the words inside the virtual window. The overall grain density is dynamic throughout the sonification when the user scrolls over the text. In practice, during the searching mode this produces a sound that's unclear when text features are blurred and the DOM is in the minimum level, and it means the information entropy inside the virtual window around the cursor is high. This features resolve to a clear, distinct sound as system's mode switches to the targeting. The sonification's primary effect is to display the current goal distribution's entropy, i.e. language, audio and text content. The concept of entropy in information theory describes the level of uncertainty of a random variable. An alternative way to look at this is to talk about how much information is carried by the signal. For example, in an English text, encoded as a string of letters, spaces, and punctuation the signal is a string of characters. The letter frequency for different characters is different, and we cannot perfectly predict what the next character will be in the string: it is, to some degree, 'random'. Entropy is a measure of this randomness, suggested by Shannon [25] . So model-based behavior in this task couples the user's input (speed of scroll) to the visualization technique via the dynamics and the focus-in-context method couples detail-in-context to audio samples via the language identification system (Figure 3(a) ).
Example Use of Working System
We developed a document viewer using the EPF library [22] for the focus-incontext method to browse a PDF, PS or DOC file which have been converted to an image (Bitmap) file. The document we presented was a 5 pages scientific document in English and a paragraph, a figure caption and few sentences written in French. The interaction is controlled via a mouse. The results in Figure  5 (a) highlight the different navigation styles of the different interfaces and input methods. In the focus-in-context implementations the user had smooth navigation, which also included smooth changes in the DOM (See Figure 5(b) ). If the velocity rises above a threshold DOM smoothly decreases and the reading mode switches automatically to searching mode, for instance in Figure 5 (b) this has happened around t= 7, 11 and 14 seconds. So the velocity of the input device provides a smooth switch between different modes of control. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a novel approach to designing interaction between the user and the system. This approach is a model-based interactive method for browsing a multilingual text based on a language model, focus-in-context method and continuous interaction interface. We presented a floating ball model as an example of how the dynamic approach can be used creatively to design interaction, and suggest new metaphors. The state-space, dynamic system representation coupled the user's intention to the visualization technique via only the two degree of freedom mouse input, allowing the user to switch smoothly among reading, targeting and searching modes by only moving the mouse. A probabilistic language model was used for online classification of the focus content in a multilingual input document. Our probabilistic audio feedback based on granular synthesis is an example of a multimodal approach to sense different languages in the document. The focus-incontext method representing this document coupled details in context to audio samples via the language identification system. So the system could provide both visual and audio feedback to the user. A motivating factor behind the approach in this paper is that we can in the long-term, potentially develop the dynamic systems simulation approach as a systematic approach to creating designs which can shape interaction and provide rich multimodal feedback, in the same way that has been successful in other areas of computing, where physics and model-based approaches revolutionized the field, such as ray tracing algorithms in computer graphics [26] . More refinement of the prototype system would be required, and a thorough usability study needed to determine the practical applicability of the specific interface described here, but some initial observations are made below. Initial informal evaluation of the implementation of sensing multilingual texts on a laptop instrumented with a mouse and headphone were positive, and users felt that this provided an intuitive solution to the problem of finding information in a particular language in a multilingual text without reading the text. Sonifying each language in the document gave users a sense of their motion through the document, which allowed them to continue their interaction while being involved in other tasks. The system allowed users to browse the document and locate targets (here the idea was searching and locating French written parts of the document) without looking at the screen. Supporting intermittent interaction, where a user can spend varying amounts of attention on interaction while carrying on with other activities, is very important for usable interaction, while on the move, making this approach interesting for use in mobile phones and small screen devices.
